Abstract: Traffic surveillance systems based on background subtraction model are vulnerable to movements or vibrations in camera posts. Such camera shaking reflects in the form of relative displacements in locations of stationary structures and misinterpreted as valid motion. This artefact is referred to as camera movement artefact. The proposed method extracts the possible regions vulnerable to false motion detection and creates a mask which subtracts out the artefact. The real-time system in which the proposed method is implemented, the allowed processing time per frame is limited to < 30 milliseconds, and the artefact correction mechanism is one of the many components. Hence, this simple mask subtraction provides an optimal solution compared to other per-frame correction mechanisms. Performance is evaluated for multiple test sets and the results show significant reduction in rate of false vehicle detection (36% to 12%) without negotiating available correct vehicle detection (98%).
Introduction
Traffic surveillance and analysis applications usually use permanently fixed cameras for capturing a constant stream of frames for respective locations. Background subtraction model is one of the commonly accepted and suitable motion detection algorithm adopted in such systems (Lee, 2005; Javed et al., 2002; Ahmed et al., 2003; Barnich and Van Droogenbroeck, 2010; Maddalena and Petrosino, 2008; Piccardi, 2004; Zoran and van der Heijdenb, 2006; Benezeth et al., 2008; Wren et al., 1997; Haritaoglu et al., 1998; Prati et al., 2003; Kameda and Minoh, 1996; Neri et al., 1998; Cucchiara et al., 2000; Koller et al., 1993 Koller et al., , 1994 Charkari and Mori, 1993; Medioni, 1999; Stauffer and Grimson, 1999; Friedman and Stuart, 1997) .
In such systems, the detection performance becomes vulnerable under various real-world interventions such as climatic conditions, illumination changes and shaking or movements in camera post. This paper focus on reduction in false motion detections resulted due to camera shaking (Masato et al., 2009) .
In real-time systems, processing time constraints is the main priority set while addressing this artefact due to camera movement. In the vehicle detection mechanism used in this paper, the input frame rate is 33 frames/second (fps) and the maximum time available for processing a single frame is limited to 30 milliseconds (approximately). The operations performed within this time period include background learning, foreground computation, different morphological operations, selection of frame with vehicles inside a predefined detection zone, license plate (LP) localisation, selection of best candidate image for LP number extraction, and corrections of various artefacts involved. This essentially indicates towards the limitations with the processing time required to deal with camera movement artefact.
An effective alternative will be the hardware enhancements for correction/ stabilisation mechanisms (Tai et al., 2009 (Tai et al., , 2008 Ben-Ezra and Nayar, 2003; Bennett et al., 2005; Feng et al., 2008; Neel et al., 2010; Liu and El Gamal, 2001 ). But, there will be a significant difference in implementation cost, which may not be preferred or affordable in most cases.
Per-frame pre-processing applied to input frame stream thus becomes a low-cost solution to address this artefact (Masato et al., 2009) . Main benchmark for selecting such an approach is the processing time. In this case to improve processing response, higher-end computing resources become essential, which in return adds to overall cost. As the hardware up-gradation is to be implemented at each of the locations associated with traffic analysis system, this may not be a feasible option all the time.
In this paper, we present a simple, efficient and cost-effective approach to reduce false motion detection. Instead of per-frame pre-processing of input image stream, a pre-computed false foreground subtraction is proposed for camera movement artefact correction. It is shown that the relative spatial displacement of stationary structures (such as road markings) is the artefact agents resulting in false foreground (invalid/false motion detection). Thus, a temporal estimation of stationary structures in the given scene is made use in computing a binary mask which further subtracts out those false foreground regions and thus by leads to better detection performance.
Background

Background subtraction-based motion detection
Background subtraction computes foreground (or regions with motion) based on the difference between a given frame and its estimated background image or model. Main steps in background subtraction method are 1 estimation of background image 2 frame differencing 3 thresholding of difference image for binary foreground image generation (Lee, 2005; Javed et al., 2002; Ahmed et al., 2003; Barnich and Van Droogenbroeck, 2010; Maddalena and Petrosino, 2008; Piccardi, 2004; Zoran and van der Heijdenb, 2006; Benezeth et al., 2008; Wren et al., 1997; Haritaoglu et al., 1998; Prati et al., 2003; Kameda and Minoh, 1996; Neri et al., 1998; Cucchiara et al., 2000; Koller et al., 1993 Koller et al., , 1994 Charkari and Mori, 1993; Medioni, 1999; Stauffer and Grimson, 1999; Friedman and Stuart, 1997) .
Estimation of background image (B) is performed as a temporal average of frame sequence with respect to a learning rate. Learning rate (α) is to control the rate in which the background model is updated. The background estimation at (x, y) th pixel location for time, t is generalised as 
Pixel-level intensity change between two frames beyond certain limit or threshold can be considered as an indication of movement or motion. Thus, a frame differencing approach is used for computing the per-pixel change and is further thresholded (η) to generate a binary foreground image. The foreground (F) is expressed as
In this simple implementation of background subtraction, the threshold η is selected is a global value. Thus, the model will not adapt to the change in conditions such as varying light and relative speed variations between frames and moving objects. Mixture of Gaussians (MoG)-based model was introduced to make foreground detection adaptive (Lee, 2005; Ahmed et al., 2003; Piccardi, 2004; Benezeth et al., 2008; Stauffer and Grimson, 1999) . In this approach, the possible range of intensity values representing background is modelled as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. At each pixel location (x, y) a history ({X 1 , X 2 , …, X t }) of intensities is constructed for a given number of frames, where a mixture of K Gaussians with probability density function (P) are used to model this history. The pixel values t in this distribution is considered as background and the remaining as foreground.
Σ denotes the kernel function bandwidth and is defined as 2 2 2 0 0
Camera movement artefact
False motion detection due to camera shaking or vibration is referred as camera movement artefact and is caused due to frame-to-frame, relative, pixel-level shifts/displacements in locations at boundaries of stationary structures such as road markings, barricades, dividers, etc. When there is a camera movement, the relative position of image details will shift accordingly. This shifting may not result in a noticeable change within homogeneous regions, whereas in pixel locations sharing boundaries between heterogeneous regions this leads to noticeable temporal variance. Figure 1 illustrates a pictorial representation of camera movement artefact formation. MoG is computed separately for each pixel location (x, y) along the direction of time (that is from n continuous frames). Due to the undesired spatial variance, shifted heterogeneous intensity values will not t into the local MoG background model. Thus, such pixel locations will be falsely detected as part of foreground, whereas, those are actually part of background. As an example, let consider (x, y) as the reference location at time, t = t 0 which is located at boundary of region Ω 1 and is part of background. On other hand at time, t = t 0 + Δt there was a Δx and Δy pixel shifts along x and y directions respectively in respective frame. Then for the instance t 0 + Δt, the intensity at location (x, y) is replaced by the intensity at (x + Δx, y + Δy). Let discuss two possible cases in such situations, which are Case 1 Both intensities at (x, y) and (x + Δx, y + Δy) are representing background and they belong to same (homogeneous) regions. In this case, the both intensity will t to similar Gaussian models. Thus, no false foreground detection will occur.
Case 2 Both intensities at (x, y) and (x + Δx, y + Δy) are representing background and they belong to different (heterogeneous) regions. This is where camera movement artefacts comes into picture. As both intensities are of heterogeneous regions and the second one is shifted to the position (x, y), respective local MoG will detect that as a valid movement and results in false foreground.
Figure 2 displays an example (from test dataset used) for camera movement artefacts (before and after all morphological operation involved). In this image dataset, the pixel-level shift ranges between 0 and 6. The location in the dataset is a bridge and the movement in camera usually occur when vehicles are passing and also due to the wind conditions. Each frame are of resolution 1280 columns × 960 rows and is scaled down by a factor of 0.25. Thus, the image size used for all application related operations is of 320 × 240.
Related works
Proper estimation of motion is necessary for any surveillance application to ensure its performance. Thus, camera movement artefact correction is inevitable to guarantee reduced false motion detections. Corrective mechanisms include both hardware and software-based approaches. As discussed in introduction section, hardware-based approaches are much expense compared to those based on software solutions. This paper focus on software-based approaches to address increased false rate due to camera movement artefact. From literature, scientists are more focused on motion blur artefact correction, where boundaries becomes uncertain due to camera shaking (Fergus et al., 2006; Gupta et al., 2010; Cho and Lee, 2009; Sorel and Flusser, 2008; Sunghyun et al., 2007; Potmesil and Chakravarty, 1983; Tan et al., 2000) . The paper whereas aims at false motion estimation due pixel shifts. Kazui et al. (2009) proposed a solution which is specifically addressing this camera movement artefact. Their approach was based on the entropy of edge orientation codes, which are calculated from a time-series edge orientations representing motion distinction between true moving objects and background shaking. It is shown that the movement of background details follows a coherent nature compared to that of an actually moving object. The entropy calculated for slow moving background and fast moving foreground will keep a good demarcation and it is used in avoiding false positives.
Edge entropy-based method has to go through time costly operations such as edge detection, computation of entropy, distinction between fast and slow moving objects, and false positive removal. The same steps need to be followed for each and every frame. According the results shared, they used a frame size of 160 × 120 and a computer with specifications; Intel Pentium 4 CPU with 2.8 GHz clock speed. The processing time per frame is shown as ranging between 32 to 46 milliseconds.
In our application the frame size is 320 × 240 and the computer specifications are of lower features. The main bottleneck for our application is the processing time, because the average allowed time per frame is less than 30 milliseconds. Within this limited time period the system should perform various operations such as background modelling, foreground detection, morphological operations, vehicle triggering/detection, vehicle position correction, LP localisation, and other artefact corrections including camera movement artefact. For such reasons, the entropy of edge orientation code is not feasible in our context. 
Assumptions
Our method is best suitable for applications with following assumptions • the problem domain is in traffic surveillance or analysis
• input, continuous frames are captured from a permanently fixed camera
• MoG based background subtraction method is used for motion detection
• main priority is minimal processing time with best results.
Method overview
Proposed method is based on the basic understanding that the false motion estimation is resulted due to shift in boundary pixels (stationary structures) and its extent is limited to maximum, possible number of pixel shifts. Method derives a temporal understanding of static structures in scene those resulting in noticeable pixels shifts and subsequent false foreground. Further, boundaries are extracted with help of edge detection methods. Such edge information of static structures is dilated to accommodate the extent/spread of two-dimensional spatial shifts or displacements. Thus, a binary mask of possible regions prone to false motion detection is created and the same is subtracted from foreground image (true foreground + false foreground). Figure 3 illustrates a block-wise representation of proposed method.
Implementation
First step in the implementation is to compute the background image and this is implemented as the average of input images with minimal motion. The proposed method uses MoG derived foreground image as a medium to quantify the amount of movement per frame. Thus, the measure of an apparent movement in a frame is referred to foreground-to-frame size ratio (FR) and is defined as . .
R no of pixels in foreground image F total no of pixels in the image
Using F R is used to decided whether to considered a frame for computing background image, which is implemented as the average of input frames with minimal motion. The frames with minimal motion are those frames with F R less a given threshold τ. Thus, the background image (T) from N frames is defined as
T is further used as the template for understanding and computing static features or structures which are stationary. Edge detection methods are employed to extract those stationary details presents in a given scene. Edges represents basic knowledge on agents causing false motion detection while camera vibrations. Canny edge detection is used in this implementation. The computed edges are further dilated to make the regions which are vulnerable to relative pixel shifts as part of the binary mask used for subtracting false motion detection. Thus, the binary mask (M) (Figure 4 ) for camera movement artefact correction or removal is defined as ( ) 
Results
Camera movement artefacts mainly affect MoG-based vehicle detection mechanisms in the form of increased false detections. This false detection introduce undesired expense in processing frame with no valid vehicles present. For example, application for number plate recognition and extraction algorithms involves costly operations and increased number false detections results in numerous unworthy/undesired computations. This may have a worse impact on whole system's performance. Thus, reduction of false detection is very important. In this paper, thus reduction in false rate is set as a metric to evaluate artefact correction performance. Along with false rate reduction, another important aspect is the detection rate which is the percentage of correct vehicle detections. Proposed method subtracts a binary mask for removing false foreground and the same should not lead to reduction in correct vehicle detection rates. Hence, detection rate is also computed while evaluating false rate.
Paper presents results computed for two test hour datasets collected from a camera posted over a bridge. The dataset represents camera movement artefacts caused due movements in bridge and wind. Previously, in Figure 2 a sample case from this location is displayed in which false motion detection occurred along road marking were clearly visible.
Camera movement artefact correction for another sample image with vehicle present is displayed in Figure 5 . 
Discussion and conclusions
A simple mechanism with minimal time cost is implemented and presented for removing false motion detection due movement or vibration in fixed camera posts. The method removes this artefact by subtracting foreground formed at artefact prone regions. This is achieved by computing a binary mask from stationary structures present in respective scenes. It is because movement camera reflects in the form of pixel-level displacement along stationary structure boundaries, which is misinterpreted as motion by background subtraction algorithm. The result shows excellent reduction in false vehicle detection rate. Without artefact correction mechanism, the observed false detection was around 36%-37%, whereas the introduction of proposed artefact correction algorithm helped in reducing the false rates close to 12%. The very purpose of the vehicle detection system is to ensure maximum correct vehicle detections. Available correct detection rate is around 98% and from results it is clear that the accuracy is not negotiated by the introduction of the proposed method. At the same time, there is a slight increase in correct detection count in test hour 02 and similar decrease in hour 01.
The new addition to correct detection count is achieved due to separation in vehicle blobs after artefact subtraction. Previously, those missed vehicle blobs were connected with the nearby blob (vehicle passing) and ended up as one single detection. On other hand, the missed case with hour 01 indicates towards the drawback of the proposed approach. In current implementation presented (Algorithm 1), artefact removal is defined as a simple subtraction. When a small vehicle like motor-bike is passing, then the size of the foreground will be narrow. Due to limited foreground size, those vehicles moving over white road marking may lead to a foreground washout and results in a missed case. To address this limitation, time costly and a smart subtraction mechanism is required. The alternative implementation involves contour detection and comparison of individual foreground contours with those from binary mask representing stationary structures for identifying overlapping. As current implementation is capable in delivering an accuracy of 98%, the paper follows simple per-pixel subtraction.
Computational cost for binary mask creation involves operations such as image averaging, edge detection and dilation. Ideally, this mask creation can be considered as a one-time operation and the same mask is kept for future correction of artefact. But with changing light conditions, the visibility of stationary details may undergo variations. To adapt such changes, the mask is re-computed at a given interval of time or at a particular number of frames. The implementation used for this paper updates the mask in time intervals ranging between 15 minutes to 1 hour. This saves significant amount of processing time by avoiding unnecessary per-frame operations compared to that of other approaches (edge entropy and motion de-blurring). The only run-time per-frame cost associated with the proposed method is the per-pixel subtraction of mask from possible false motion accompanied binary foreground image.
